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AVAILABILITY



Threat model : A Brief Recap



Basics of Security - CIA TRIAD



Availability 

● Availability, commonly defined on a high level, guarantees that systems, applications and data are 
available to users when they need them.

● Disruption of system availability for even a short time can lead to loss of revenue, customer 
dissatisfaction and reputation damage.

● Some availability attacks can directly affect people’s lives e.g. disabling pilot system of a self-driving 
car, attacking an autonomous public transportation system or a critical healthcare system.



General Example of Availability Attack



DDoS

The Mirai Dyn DDoS Attack in 2016



Availability of ML Systems

● Modern ML models have many threat vectors.

● To name a few: adversarial examples, data poisoning, membership inference, 
and fault injection attacks.

● These attacks target the confidentiality and integrity of ML systems.

● Can one target the availability of ML systems at the inference/training stage?



Availability of ML Systems 



Availability of ML Systems 

Constant download 
requests



Availability of ML Systems 

Model 1 Model 2

FaultDisruption



Availability of ML Systems 



Overview of the timeline

2021

Manipulating SGD with Data 
Ordering Attacks

2019

Bit-Flip Attack: Crushing 
Neural Network with 
Progressive Bit Search

2020

Sponge Examples: 
Energy-Latency Attacks on 
Neural Networks





Problems with Traditional DNN

- DNNs are ineffective because of huge amount calculation of the weights.
- Hard to deploy on small device or CPU machine



Problem with Bit-Flip Attack on DNN

- The model itself is so vulnerable that people has begun to avoid -- just flipping 
the most significant exponent bits can destroy DNN.

- Nowadays people has moved onto weight constrained DNNs



Why QNN 

- Quantized Neural Networks (QNNs) --- neural networks with extremely low 
precision (e.g., 1-bit) weights and activations, at run-time.

- QNNs reduce computation on floating-point based numbers, reduce the 
computation to bit-wise.

- Can be deployed to small device or CPU machine now.



Quantization in DNN

- Quantization: approximating a neural network that uses floating-point 
numbers by a neural network of low bit width numbers.

- Weight quantization:
- For l-th layer, the quantization process from the floating-point base Wfpl to its fixed-point 

(signed integer) counterpart Wl can be described as:
- Weight encoding:

- The computing system normally stores the signed integer in two’s complement representation, 
owing to its efficiency in arithmetic operations (e.g., mul).

- Basically a function from weights to bits



Threat Introduced by Quantization 

- Flipping a memory cell bit is possible
- It is deployed in small devices which lack data integrity check machinism



Bit-Flip Attack (BFA)

- BFA has the similar mechanism as FGSM which was used to generate 
adversarial example.  

- Key Idea of BFA is to flip the bits along the its gradient ascending direction 
w.r.t the loss of DNN.

Naive way of doing BFA - leads to data overflow.



Progressive Bit Search (PBS)



Why We Need PBS

- Most QNNs use 8-bit operations (Google’s TPU), robust to weight 
perturbation

- Random selection does not work well in practise



Experiment Results



Potential Defense

- Train the network with a mixture of clean and adversarial examples.
- Protecting top-N vulnerable bits in model.
- Hardware - based protections against model tampering. ( Example - Intel 

SGX )



Limitations

- There was no information present on what amount of time was required to do 
such an attack on 93 million bits.

- No accuracy and loss evaluation present for the CIFAR-10 dataset.
- Big assumption that the attacker would have access to weights and gradients. 

No approach for black box or semi-black box attackers.
- No information on the number of bits flipped in one layer.
- Inconsistencies with ablation study statements and choice of sample size for 

BFA on ImageNet Dataset.



Future Opportunities

- Study the impact of multiple bit flips in one particular layer.
- Study the optimisation search strategies to use few layers to search instead of 

the whole network.
- Consider strategies for black box and semi-black box attackers.





Motivation: The Energy Gap

● To attack the availability of an ML system, one can launch a traditional DoS 
attack by flooding it with random queries to increase overall memory and CPU 
consumption

● Can we make this attack more effective by generating inputs that purposely 
cause high energy consumption and/or latency?

● Typically, the amount of energy consumed in an inference pass depends on 
(a) number of arithmetic operations (b) number of memory accesses

What kind of examples trigger the worst case performance and have high 
energy consumption?



Contributions

● Introduces a novel threat vector, Sponge Examples, against the availability 
of ML systems based on energy consumption and latency.

● Sponge examples were shown to increase energy consumption and cause 
longer runtimes.

● Also turn out to be transferable across hardware platforms and model 
architectures.



Attack Model

Threat Model Capabilities Goal

White-Box      Significantly increase 
energy consumption 
and latency per 
query.Interactive Black-Box

Blind Adversary N/A

Legend:
      Knowledge of target model’s parameters and architecture.
      Measure Energy consumption or time certain operations remotely.
      Query model remotely to generate attacks.



White-box and Interactive Black-box



Exploitations to Generate Sponge Examples

The paper exploits two dimensions of modern ML models and training 
infrastructure e.g GPUs to generate sponge examples:

● Computational dimension of NLP models

● Data Sparsity in GPUs



Computational Dimensions of NLP Models

● Modern ML models have a computational dimension

● Internal representation size can can be different for the same input size e.g. 
tokenization inside Transformer-based translation models.

● In practice, modern translation models map each word to tokens (popular 
sub-words). Tokens are mapped to embedding vectors.



Computation Dimensions of NLP Models

● Athazagoraphobia => ath, az, agor, aphobia              (4 tokens)
● Athazagoraphpbia => ath, az, agor, aph, p, bi, a        (7 tokens)
● A/h/z/g/r/p/p/i/ => A, /, h, /, z, /, g, /, r, /, p, /, p, /, i, /    (16 tokens)

The adversary can increase energy 

consumption non-linearly with no 

changes to the input length! 



Data Sparsity in ML Models

● Modern DNNs use rectified linear units (ReLU) as the activation function.

● Therefore, when the input to neuron is negative, the output is 0.

● ASIC chips and GPUs can take advantage of this sparsity by employing 
zero-skipping multiplications.

● Therefore, inputs that lead to less sparse activations will potentially increase 
energy consumption and/or latency



Genetic Algorithms to Generate Sponge Examples

Genetic algorithms allow us to optimize objectives with no gradient information.

● You typically start with a pool of random samples and iteratively evolve them.

 

● After each “evolution”, obtain a fitness score (energy consumption).

● Use top 10% of samples as parents for next iteration.

● Repeat until samples become good enough.



Evolving Sponge Examples

● Computer Vision Examples: Sample two parents A and B from the 
population pool, then crossover the inputs using a random mask 

                            A ∗ mask + (1 − mask) ∗ B

● NLP Tasks:  Crossover samples A and B by concatenating the left part of A 
with the right part of B. Then, probabilistically invert the two parts.

Next, randomly perturb some of the input features (i.e. pixels or words) of the 
children.



Measuring Fitness Scores

The paper tests 2 variants of GA which differ in how we measure fitness:

● White-box Setting:  Estimated energy cost based on the run-time sparsity, 
i.e. number of operations based on the structure and parameters of the neural 
network. Requires access to model parameters.

● Black-box Setting:  Use purely the measured hardware cost as the fitness, 
i.e. latency or energy consumption





L-BFGS in the White-box Setting

Use L-BFGS algorithm to optimize

Where a_l represents activations at layer l

That is, aim to increase density to prevent hardware-level optimizations e.g. 
zero-skipping multiplications



Models, Datasets, and Experiments

● NLP: 
○ RoBERTa Model . Trained on SuperGLUE for language understanding
○ Transformer-based based model trained on translation tasks (WMT)

● Computer Vision: 
○ Range of ResNet and MobileNet models
○ Trained on ImageNet-2017.

Sponge attacks were tested on GPUs, ASIC chips, and CPUs.





Evolution of Sponge Attacks







Transferability of Sponge Attacks



Simple Defence against Sponge Attacks

● Measure average energy consumption/latency of natural examples.

● Set a cut-off threshold so that maximum energy consumption per query is 
under control.

● Examples that exceed threshold are stopped.

                                               



Limitations

● Sponge attacks were not so effective on CV tasks compared to NLP, especially on GPUs.
○ Could be due to GA not performing well in high dimensional spaces i.e images, thus not generating good 

enough samples. 
○ Perhaps data sparsity is not the only optimization that can be exploited in CV tasks?

● Ignores a pre-processing stage that can happen before model inference i.e image filtering
● Proposed techniques do not generate stealthy examples, can possibly be detected by 

outlier detectors.
● No available code, yet.
● Future work: 

○ Extend results to other hardware (e.g TPUs).
○ More advanced algorithms to generate sponge attacks (reinforcement learning?)

● GPUs usually process examples in batches, how is the cut-off threshold enforced per 
example?





Prior Work Present Work

Attacks on integrity Common beliefs : 
poisoning attacks 
require manipulation of 
data/labels in training

Focuses on using clean 
data and labels -- 
manipulation at batching 
stages

Attacks on Availability A focus on availability 
during inference.

The focus is on 
availability at training 
time.

Setting Up The Stage 



The Threat Model



Why are these reasonable?02
● OS handing file system requests
● Disk handling individual data accesses
● Software for random data sampling
● Distributed storage manager
● ML pipeline

Assumptions on the attacker01
● Blackbox attacker : no access to the model
● Whitebox attacker : access to the model
● No assumptions on knowledge of the data for 

both.

Threat Model



On Stochastic learning and batching

● Assume that loss function is defined as sample average per 
training data point in k-th batch 

● With N*B being the total number of items for training, for each 
epoch we estimate

● SGD of these samples with learning rate eta is thus the 
following



● The stochasticity of SGD is owed to batch sampling

● Assuming an unbiased sampling procedure we have that

● Observe that this is true in expectation, and for individual batches the story 
may be different, which gives rise to the exploits that anchor this work.

On Stochastic learning and batching ctd.



The order dependence presents an opening to mount attacks during the 
training phase.

Consider the effect of N SGD steps in one epoch

Introducing the Vulnerability



● The name of the game, with these kinds of 
attacks, is the following:

a) promoting memorisation,

b) and promoting overfitting.

● We are thus forcing the model to forget 
generalisable features.

Intuition



The Taxonomy of Batching Attacks



Loss Based Ordering



Algorithm for Batch Reordering, Reshuffling, and Replacing (BRRR)



Datasets

 The paper uses the following datasets : 

● CIFAR-10;

● CIFAR-100; 

● AGNews datasets.



This tells us  that even one epoch is sufficient to either reset learning or slow it 
down significantly. In fact, one epoch is enough to degrade the training for more 
than 90 epochs.

Some results on Availability



More Results on Availability



Efficacy of Reordering



Poisoning and backdooring

Natural data Adversarial data

Using natural data to create adversarial updates :
Done 
via...



With the previously mentioned procedure, we can demonstrate poisoning of a model without ever 
showing adversarial data.

An Example of Data and Poisoned Batches



Please, 
direct your 
attention to 
these. 

Summarised Results on Integrity Attacks



● In the previous page we see that the trigger accuracy for a) is higher than that of b).

● This seems to suggest that performance seems to differ based on how subtle the filter seems 
(perhaps this relates to how subtle the gradient is that needs to be replicated?

A Remark on the Results and Triggers



Taxonomy of training time integrity attacks.



Limitations and opportunities for further research

Limitations of this work are as follows : 
● While the work does show that one can mount attacks using clean data, getting control of the 

flow of data to enable this is not a trivial step. The promised attack surface is large, but practical 
ways to leverage these methods are not fully explored.

● The paper also doesn’t address why batch reordering seems to be weak on integrity attacks on 
the 3rd data set.

● The network doesn’t evaluate how gradient replication through ordering could be used for 
availability attacks or integrity attacks

Possible directions forward include research on :
● implications of the findings to fairness.
● inductive bias and the practical contribution of pseudorandom sampling.
● Extensions of gradient mimicking


